Rubber Paver
Installation Instructions

Note: Please read this document before beginning installation.
If you are not confident with the processes involved, please hire a general
contractor to install your rubber pavers according to these specifications.
Proper installation is a requirement of the warranty.
Contact head office for more information at 888-337-6265.
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Installation Instructions
YOU WILL NEED:







Gloves
Tape Measure
Chalk “Olfa”
4’ Length of 2”x4” minimum. (straight-edge for cuts)
2 Lengths of Pipe (for screeding)
Shovel







Safety Glasses
Chalk Line
Utility Knife and Extra Blades
Plate Tampers
Wheel Barrow

INSTALLATION:












Remove any old pavement and/or existing soil. *Excavate to clay depth or proper depth
depending on traffic. Spread and compact (using mechanical tamper) of 3/4″ road crush evenly
over the entire area. The elevation of the compacted base is determined on which thickness of
product being installed – ideally 3-4″.
Once the base is completed, edge restraints should be installed to prevent any lateral
movement of the tiles. Wooden, plastic or just inserting the tiles level with the grass, may be
used as an edge restraint. Edge restraints should be installed to sit flush with or just below the
finished height of the tile.
With the edge restraints installed, compaction sand can be spread evenly over the compacted
base. Screeding is done to ensure an even bedding surface is established. Two lengths of pipe
( ½” O.D.) are placed parallel to one another, directly on the crushed rock. A 2″ x 4″ board is
then pulled across the pipe, ensuring that the sand is at a uniform height. (Avoid walking on
screeded surface). This step can be skipped if the road crush is even.
Ensure the rubber pavers are kept cool to average temperature prior to and during
installation. Commence laying tiles in the pattern you wish to create. Start installation of tile at
the edge or corner whenever possible. This will minimize cuts.
Using masonry string will allow for your pattern to run true throughout the project. Any cuts
should be done as needed to keep your pattern consistent.
Once tiles are all in place, sweep the entire surface to prepare for mechanical tamping.
Begin tamping the entire surface, tamping in both directions until the surface is bedded down
uniformly.
It is unnecessary to use jointing sand. The use of super glue/accelerator or adhesive can
be used to bond the tiles together to ensure the tile is tight throughout the install when cuts
need to be made and small pieces are produced. The super glue is beaded on one tiles’ edge
and smeared onto the other tile and a light mist of the accelerator is sprayed on. The tiles
need to be held together for 10 seconds for a tight bond – Warning: this is quick setting glue
and will dry white. Warning: Super glue is quick setting glue. It is recommended to still allow
a 24 hr period with no precipitation and be careful with application to reduce spread to the
surface of the tiles.
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ADDITIONAL TIPS:







The tiles can be coated with a silicone release agent when new; warm water wash, pressure
wash, or simply allowing 3-5 days in the sun will allow for this releaser to dissipate from the
surface of the tiles. To instantly remove releaser from overlap prior to gluing, it is
recommended to flash torch or wipe quickly with acetone on rag.
Use an orbital jigsaw to cut the tiles if required and an exacto knife to scrap extra visible glue
from seams.
Leave 1/4″ to 1/2″ space from edges of containment to allow for expansion room.
Material is recycled and slight variance in size is to be expected. Rotating tiles side to side to
find best fit can help alleviate variance issues.
*Before you dig, please call Hydro, Telephone, Gas and Cable Companies to ensure your
safety.

MAINTENCE:




StableComfort Rubber Pavers are strong enough to withstand the use of a mechanical floor
cleaner during cleaning operations.
A mild detergent along with a stiff bristled broom to brush the surface clean is sufficient. Follow
by rinsing with water to remove the loose debris.
A pressure washer may be used.
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